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Data 
Who     s  data?

Who is scared of data?
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Data Types 

Research                         vs Administrative

Documents Social Security

Lab notes, diaries Education results

Questionnaires Health records

Audio Court records

Video Tax records

Photographs Medicare claims

Geospatial Sales records

Test responses Membership records



Data Types 

Primary                            vs        Secondary

Diaries Other researcher’s data

Letters Books

Memoirs Magazine articles

Autobiographies Reviews

Interviews Census data

Speeches Electoral statistics

Oral histories Scholarly journals 

Personal stories Labour statistics



Data Types 

Qualitative                     vs                             Quantitative

Observation notes Weight – kg’s

Semi-structured interviews Length – cm’s

Open-ended survey 

questions

Number of days in the year

Concept maps Age in years

Case studies Income

Focus groups Group size



Data Types 

Tabular data – Rows and columns
Source: ABS

“Microdata” or “unit record data” refers to “datasets of unit records where each record contains 

information about a person, organisation or 

other type of unit – it can include individual 

responses to a census, survey or 

administrative form” (ABS, n.d.)

Aggregate data –

“produced by grouping information into categories and

combining values within these categories

Example: a count of the number of people of a 

particular age (obtained from the question 'In what year were you born?'). 
also known as tabular data or macrodata

https://www.abs.gov.au/about/data-services/data-confidentiality-guide/glossary


Data Types 

Sensitive Data 
Source: UNSW 
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CADRE 

A SYSTEM TO BY MEANS OF IN ORDER TO

Increase the speed at which 

social sciences and related 

disciplines get access to 

sensitive data.

Decrease the risk, time and 

costs associated with providing 

access to data (for data holders) 

and accessing data (for 

researchers)

The development of a shared 

and distributed sensitive data 

management platform using the 

Five Safes framework and 

common accreditation and 

information exchange protocols.

Enable data owners and 

users to address the core 

concerns around 

governance, creation, 

management and sharing 

of sensitive data for 

research.

Share and move sensitive 

data safely between higher 

education, national 

research and government 

facilities and services.



The Five Safes 

Safe Project Safe Person Safe Data Safe Setting Safe Output



What are the Five Safes?

Safe dimension Ritchie et al. assessment ONDC Principle

Safe projects Is this use of the data appropriate? Data is shared for an appropriate 

purpose that delivers a public benefit

Safe people Can the researchers be trusted to use 

it in an appropriate manner?

The user has the appropriate authority to 

access the data

Safe data Is there a disclosure risk in the data 

itself?

Appropriate and proportionate 

protections are applied to the data

Safe settings Does the access facility limit 

unauthorised use?

The environment in which the data is 

shared minimises the risk of 

unauthorised use or disclosure

Safe outputs Are the statistical results non-

disclosive?

The output from the data sharing 

arrangement is appropriately 

safeguarded before any further sharing 

or release



Two Additional Safes 

Organisations Groups



Safe Organisations + Groups

Organisations

• Legal implications

• Resources and infrastructure

• Legal and ethical controls

• Data sharing

Groups

Five Safes 
Dimension

Grouping

Safe people People working in Research teams

Safe Projects Projects completed as part of larger Work Programs

Safe Data A linked dataset resulting from linkage or integration 
of multiple upstream Datasets

Safe Settings Use of data from multiple sources, located in multiple 

settings

Safe Outputs Multiple publications outputs resulting from a 
completed analysis



Joint and severable

• Dimensions are designed so that each can be evaluated 
independently of the others, as far possible.

• All five dimensions need to be considered jointly to evaluate 
whether a data access system can provide an ‘acceptable’ 
solution.



Five Safes Video

• https://youtu.be/VeHDtSGEaJQ

https://youtu.be/VeHDtSGEaJQ


Safe Project

Is this a safe use of the data for public benefit? 

CADRE 
Consideration

Intended use Fitness for purpose; public benefit; academic contribution and 
commercial benefit 

Context

Ethics Has an ethics approval been completed?

Risks Confidentiality risks; reputational and commercial risks

End user of the project Who is the sponsor of the research?

Who is the research being conducted for?
Who is funding the research? 



Safe People
Appropriate authority to access the data

Credentials

Training

Experience

Institution



Safe People

Desai, Ritchie and 
Welpton (2016):

• Do the users have the 
necessary technical 
skills?

• Do the users need 
training in handling 
confidential data?

• Are users likely to follow 
procedures?

CWG additions:

• Past track record

• Institutional affiliation
• Institutional rules

• Institutional support

• Institutional legitimacy

• Considered further under 
“Organisations”

• Examples: GA4GH and 
ICPSR “Researcher 
Passports”



Safe Data

Appropriate and proportionate protections are applied to the data

Data Lifecycle 

Consent
Collection

Data
Treatment Archiving

Data 
Governance

Retention



Safe Setting
Physical, technical and informational context for data access

• “whether all parties have taken reasonable steps to ensure data will be used in an 

appropriately safe and secure environment, i.e. one that minimises unauthorised use, access 

or loss of data”

• Physical environment

• IT environment

• (Training in use of settings)



Safe data, settings and outputs



Why does this matter?

 Researchers/Academics are experts in their fields but not 
necessarily in all things data.

 Five Safes provides guidance on how sensitive data accessed     
safely.

 Builds confidence & trust among the whole community – data 
users, data owners, data custodians and the public.

 Upskilling and supporting those who use sensitive data.  





Questions?



Thank You

Follow us on Twitter: @cadreaus


